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ABSTRACT 

An exploratory study has been made of the unsteady airfoil stall characteristics at low 
subsonic speeds. It is found that the adverse dynamic effects observed at airfoil oscil- 
lations through stall can be explained using quasi-steady separated flow concepts in 

which the time history is represented by one discrete past time event. Also the classi- 
cal von Karman-Sears treatment below stall is found to be well approximated by this 
time-lagged quasi-steady theory permitting a unified treatment of the oscillatory air- 
foil characteristics at all angles-of-attack. The developed analytic theory can use 
static experimental data as an input, and the predictions made in this manner are found 
to agree well with experimental dynamic data and explains the so-called stall buffet 
problem. It is outlined how the analytic foundations made in this exploratory study can 

be used to formulate a theory that will account for all the facets of the unsteady airfoil 

stall problem. 
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SUMMARY 

An exploratory study of unsteady airfoil stall at low subsonic speeds has revealed that 

the adverse dynamic characteristics can be explained using Quasi-Steady Theory in 
which time history effects are lumped into one discrete past time event. The dominant 

characteristic of dynamic stall is the accelerating flow on the leeward side of a pitching 

airfoil, delaying the adversity of the pressure gradient, thereby causing a delay of the 

stall. Pitch rate induced camber and vortex shedding are other characteristics that 

become important, especially at high oscillatory frequencies. The developed analytic 

theory can use static experimental data as  an input. The problem is to define what 
static data to  use, 
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Section 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Unsteady airfoil stall is an old problem that recently has received renewed attention 
by the compressor and helicopter industry. Because of distortions in the circumfer- 

ential velocity distribution, a compressor blade traveling at constant rotational speed 

will experience a periodic change in angle of attack, that on a high performance com- 

pressor will cause blade stall (Ref. 1). The periodic variation of blade angle of attack 
on a helicopter is caused by the difference in horizontal local velocity between an 

advancing and a receding blade of a helicopter in a forward flight (Ref. 2). It is well 
documented experimentally that dynamic instability results when the airfoil penetrates 
into the stall region (Refs. 3 and 4). The resulting stall flutter problems for heli- 

copters have been enumerated recently (Ref. 5). Thus it is of great practical interest 

to be able to understand and predict unsteady airfoil stall characteristics. This is 
particularly so in view of the fact that even dynamically scaled model tests may not be 
applicable to full scale due to the problem of wind tunnel and support interference, and 

the sensitivity of airfoil stall to surface roughness, flow uniformity, Reynolds number, 
and air turbulence. Only if the unsteady stall mechanism is understood can an flanalytic 

extrapolationff to full scale be made with confidence. 

It is clear that neither theory nor experiments alone will provide a satisfactory solu- 

tion. However, if the unsteady aerodynamics can be related theoretically to static 

aerodynamic characteristics which are readily available for a great number of airfoil 
shapes, a very substantial advancement of the state of the art will be accomplished. 
This has been attempted before without outstanding success. The present approach 

rests heavily on previously developed unsteady flow concepts for separated flow on 
launch vehicles (Rdf. 6) and reentry bodies (Ref. 7). A conceptual flow picture is con- 

structed and analytic relationships between dynamic and static characteristics are 
developed using quasi-steady separated flow theory in which time history effects are 
lumped to one discrete past time event. 
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Section 2 
DISCUSSION 

Airfoil stall is a complicated flow problem because it is sensitive to so many geometric 
and aerodynamic parameters. This is true already in stationary flow, and the diffi- 
culties are, of course, amplified in unsteady flow, Static stall data will be examined 

first, and the dynamic stall data will then be put in proper relation to the static data. 
Only low speed data for which compressibility effects are negligible ( M  I 0.4 ) will 

be discussed. 

2 . 1  STATIC STALL 

The "three representative types of airfoil-section stall1' discussed in 1951 by McCullough 

and Gault (Ref. 8 and Fig. 1) are still basic. However, the interaction between the 

laminar separation bubble and the trailing edge separation, which was only mentioned 

as an interesting possibility in Ref. 8 ,  is becoming of more practical concern if  one 
wants to understand unsteady airfoil stall. Carrow (Ref. 9) has taken a closer look at 
these possibilities. Figure 2a shows how a 10% thick airfoil at a Reynolds number of 

Rc = 6 x lo6 has a short laminar bubble with turbulent reattachment if the surface is 

smooth, but turbulent trailing edge separation if distributed (so called standard) 

roughness at the leading edge is used. 
ened boundary layer. On a thin (6%) airfoil, however, leading edge roughness will 
actually increase c1 

transitional reattachment to turbulent trailing edge separation (Fig. 2b). This switch 

to turbulent separation occurs naturally (on the Smooth airfoil) when Rc exceeds 

9 x lo6 (Ref. 10) and on NACA 64A006 when Rc > 5.8 x 10 

The loss in lift is  due to the artifidally thick- 

as the separation changes from a long laminar bubble with max 

6 (Ref. 11). 

The change from short bubble to turbulent separation (Fig. 2a) occurs naturally at 
R > 15 x 10 6 on a NACA-0009 airfoil (Ref. 10) o r  at effective* Reynolds numbers 

*Including effect of tunnel turbulence, Reff = K Rc where K > 1 (Ref. 12). 
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6 30 x 10  

according to the data i n  Ref. 12. A t  Reynolds numbers Rc < 0.66 x 10 

and Re < 0.33 x 10 (Reff < 0.9 x 10 ) , respectively, the two airfoils have laminar 

trailing edge separation (Figs. 3a and 3b). 

and 15 x l o 6  , respectively, on NACA-0009 and NACA-0012 airfoils, 
6 6 (Reff < 1.7  x 10 ) 

6 6 

Available experimental data indicate that on a cambered airfoil the short laminar sep- 

aration bubble at the leading edge can be present at the same time as turbulent trailing 

edge separation. On a NACA 4412 airfoil this has been observed at a Reynolds number 

Rc = 0.34 x 10 o r  Reff = 0.9 x 10 

observed that a long laminar separation bubble existed at the leading edge at the same 

time as turbulent trailing edge separation when the Reynolds number was somewhat 
lower, Rc = 0 . 1 1  x 10  (Ref. 14). The result of this mixed separation is that the 
sharp lift stall associated with the leading edge separation is softened. The same is 

not necessarily true about the moment stall ,  as a statically stabilizing force couple 
results, regardless of type of separation (Fig. 1). 

6 6 (Refs. 9 and 13). On a RAF 28 airfoil it was 

6 

As  the laminar separation bubble type of separation near the leading edge exists only 

on airfoils with rather sharp nose curvature, camber or  nose droop will, of course, 

also accomplish this transfer to turbulent trailing edge stall (Ref, 12  and Fig. 4). It 
is the milder nose curvature and associated lessening of the adversity of the pressure 

gradient that produces the effect (Ref. 15 and Fig. 5 and also Ref. 16 and Fig. 6). 

Gault correlated all these stalling data (Ref. 17) and was able to  present the results in 

normalized form (Fig. 7). The figure isvery instructiveand demonstrates that it will take 
very little camber to convert leading edge stall to trailing edge stall ,  and vice versa ,  

if the camber and thickness combine to give values of the correlation parameter in the 

region 0 . 0 1  < (yo & yc)/c < 0.002. The NACA 0,0012 airfoil with yo/c = 0,015, is 
a prime candidate for this transition between stall types. Reynolds number variations 
below Rc = 1.5 x 10 

types. 

6 are apparently unimportant for  this transition between stall 

Recently another type of correlation has been made based upon approximating the for- 

ward airfoil shape by an ellipse. The correlation includes the effect of angle of attack 
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and Reynolds number normalized to the nose radius (Ref. 18 and Fig. 8).  Again, 

camber can be included by considering top and bottom airfoil surfaces separately when 
selecting appropriate nose radii. The figure says that below a Reynolds number of 
15,000 based upon nose radius a long laminar separation bubble with laminar or  tran- 
sitional reattachment is the separation pattern. (Only round-nosed airfoils that can be 

approximated by an elliptic nose shape are considered.) Again, as was demonstrated 

in Fig. 7 ,  the transition between the short bubble o r  leading edge stall and the turbu- 

lent trailing edge stall is shown to be rather insensitive to Reynolds number and is 
determined mainly by effective nose radius (and angle of attack). 

The abrupt leading edge stall can be expected to exhibit static a-hysteresis. That is, 

flow reattachment will not occur until the angle of attack has been decreased below the 

stall value (Ref. 19 and Fig. 9) .  The figure indicates that the lift-hysteresis starts 
well above the stall angle cys . This is undoubtedly true in the region where the sudden 

One can, of course, expect camber to have a large effect on the lift-hysteresis. 

Carrow has shown this to be t rue for laminar trailing-edge separation (Ref. 9 and Fig. 

10).  The low Reynolds number Rc = 0.16 x 10 permits change to leading edge sep- 

aration because of the large nose radius (giving a large Rrn and low A ,  A = a / J p ,  
Fig. 8). The lowest boundary for the lift-hysteresis would be the flat plate character- 

istics which correspond to the most fo rwud  separation off the leading edge (Refs. 15, 

19, and Fig. 11). The effect of increasing the nose radius is well illustrated by the 

experimental data for the modified 18 percent thick NACA 0018 airfoil (Ref. 20 and 

Fig. 12).  

leading edge separation has not reached its stable forward position ( areatt < a < 22"). 

6 

The turbulent trailing edge separation is very different in  nature from the leading edge 
separation and will, for instance, not exhibit any static hysteresis effects. Kline 

(Ref. 21) describes the turbulent separation very much the same way as boundary layer 

transition, i. e., the separation does not occur suddenly but is present down to low 
adverse pressure gradients or low angles of attack in form of transitory stall spots 

that originate in the laminar sublayer. Thus, the gradual loss of lift can be thought of 

as a measure of the intermittency factor for turbulent stall. A s  the pressure gradient 

grows more and more adverse (with increasing a) the spots grow in number and size, 

start to coalesce, and finally destabilize the entire flow to develop full stall. 
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A f t e r  having been exposed to this display of how small changes of geometry o r  environ- 
ment can drastically change the static stall characteristics, one should be somewhat 
prepared to expect the unusual and apparently anomalous unsteady stall behaviors to 

be discussed next. 

2 . 2  UNSTEADY STALL 

Unsteady airfoil stall is encountered by aircraft penetrating the stall region (Ref. 22).  

However, it is today better known as the blade stall problem of high performance com- 

pressors and helicopters (Refs. 1 and 2) .  The aircraft problem is somewhat simpler, 

and will be discussed first in order to provide some basic insight before the more 
complicated problem of oscillatory stall is discussed. 

2 . 2 . 1  Dynamic Stall Penetration 

Substantial overshoot of the static C h a x  has been observed on aircraft penetrating 

the stall at non-zero angle-of-attack rates (Ref. 23  and Fig. 13). One obvious reason 

for the overshoot, after seeing the large effects of nose-droop on static stall (Figs. 5 

and 6),  is the pitch rate induced apparent nose droop (Fig. 14). However, one finds 

that even for the high sensitivity found by Kelly (Ref. 1 6  and Fig. 6) the apparent nose 

droop only accounts for a few percent of the observed 8 CL /a (& /U, ) , both in max 
wind tunnel tests and flight tests, with both leading edge and trailing edge type stall 
(Refs. 22-26, Figs. 15 and 16). 

The overshoot of and corresponding overshoot of CL,, at low Mach numbers 
are almost entirely caused by the pitch rate induced flow acceleration and corresponding 

delay of the adversity of the leeward side pressure gradient, the Itfrequency induced 

plunging" described in Ref. 27. The decrease of the adversity of the pressure gradient 

is proportional to (c&/Uoo) - see Section 3 for details - and the overshoot of the stall 
angle of attack will also be proportional to ( c&/Uoo ) until the ''saturation point" is 

reached, see Fig. 13. For leading edge type of stall the as-overshoot AaS gives 
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directly an overshoot A C L , ~  - - CL, * A a S  of the maximum lift (Fig. 15b). 

Similarly, an effective AoS  can be defined for the C b a x  overshoot of trailing edge 

stall (Fig. 16b). Thus, the overshoot derivative 8as/8(c&/UW) shown in Fig. 17 can 

be obtained by dividing the CL,,-overshoot derivatives with CL, . Writing the 

overshoot Aa! as follows 
S 

shows that the derivative in Fig. 17 is equivalent to a dimensionless time lag A t a  , 
1 < A t  < 9 , where A t a  is the distance in cord lengths that the airfoil travels during 

the acceleration produced overshoot of Q 

equivalent time lag means that the dynamic effects of flow separation can be large even 
when the static effects are small. A t  higher subsonic speeds, the C b a x  overshoot 

is negligible (Ref. 23 and Fig. 13). This does not, however, mean that the acceleration- 
induced effects are negligible. As  is illustrated in Fig. 18 (Ref. 28),  the shock-induced 

separation existing at higher Mach numbers induces a force couple A C N ~  - A C N ~  

which varies with a! but does not produce any net lift. The fact that 'local" attached 
flow lift is practically cancelled by separation induced lift is of little significance dy- 
namically, as the two forces are affected by the unsteady motion differently. * That is, 

the dynamic effects can be large and adverse. The shock-boundary layer interaction 

on airfoils at high subsonic Mach numbers is very similar to the flow phenomenon 

existing on cone-cylinders at high subsonic Mach numbers (Refs. 29 and 30). 

(and C h a x ) .  The large values of this 
S 

Although the pitch rate induced nose droop was negligible and hardly could cause a 
change from leading edge to trailing edge type stall, the accelerated flow effect can. 

Some of the wind tunnel test results in Ref. 22 indicate that this might have happened 

(Fig. 19). Shock-augmented, leading-edge type stall at low angular rates would give 

the observed high CL,, overshoot. A t  higher angular rates , the milder pressure 

*See Section 3 for the treatment of trailing-edge separation. 
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gradient (at the same angle-of-attack) promotes trailing edge type stall with its lower 
overshoot. The observed overshoot on helicopter blades (Ref. 30) o r  oscil- cLrnax 

lating airfoils (Ref. 3) is also of the magnitude discussed above (Fig. 20). 

2.2.2 Oscillatory Stall and Stall Flutter 

A classic, often referenced investigation of oscillatory stall and stall buffet, is the one 
by Halfman, Johnson, and Haley (Ref. 3).  They observed the now familiar anomalous 

oscillatory CL (a)-  and CM(a)-loops (Fig. 21). Leaving the energy dissipation and 

(un)damping discussion for later, we will take a look at the time average C,(a) and 

CM(a)  curves obtained in oscillations in pitch and translatory oscillations. Three 12% 

thick airfoils were investigated, one blunter and one sharper than the NACA-0012 air- 
foil (Fig. 22). The blunt wing behaved very much as could be expected from the dis- 

cussion in  previous sections. Thus the translatory oscillation gave time average values 
that agreed with the static characteristics, when an apparent zero shift is corrected for 
(Fig. 23a). For oscillations in pitch the generated accelerated flow effect caused the 

stall to change from leading edge type to the gradual trailing edge type stall, causing 

time average values* high above static CL for a > cy (Fig. 23b). The sharp wing, 
however, shows some surprising characteristics. An unexpected overshoot of the 

translatory time average was observed** (Fig. 24a). The only rational explanation we 

have been able to find is that the translatory oscillation generates a higher effective 

Reynolds number than the nominal Rc = 10 , causing a change from abrupt to smooth 
stall. It could be connected with the observed zero shift. However, this is unlikely in 

view of the fact that the pitch oscillation gives no zero shift but the same unexplainable 

overshoot of (3% (Fig. 24b). The oscillations around a = 22" of 6 degree ampli- 
tude will never "reach down"*** to the static curve to produce the type overshoot dis- 
cussed for  the blunt wing (Fig. 23b). When comparing all three wings (Fig. 25) this 

S 

6 

ax 

explanation seems to hold. Thus, the translatory oscillation affects the overshoot only 

*That is, the centroids of the dynamic loops (see Fig. 26 for example). 
**Zero shift still apparent. 

***The oscillations are not fast enough to build up a "circulatory residue" to cause 
attached flow on the "next upstroke. M (See Section 3.)  
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of the sharp wing, which would benefit most from an energizing of the boundary layer. 
Thus , while the pitch rate induced nose droop may have negligible effect, the pitching 
induced improvement of the boundary layer profile, possibly but not necessarily equiva- 

lent to an increase of (effective) Reynolds number, can have a large effect if the nose 
curvature is fairly sharp. * 

A t  stall penetration, the oscillation in pitch becomes less and less damped and may 
even become undamped (Fig. 21) .  This is caused by accelerated flow and time lag 

effects which will be elaborated on in Sections 3 and 4 .  Carta shows the same type 

loops for the normal force and pitching moment, and shows how the corresponding 

unsteady aerodynamic characteristics affect the normal force variation with t ime of a 
compressor blade (Ref. 1 and Fig. 26) ,  and the pitch damping o r  blade stall of a heli- 
copter rotor (Ref, 32 and Fig. 27). By defining a '!stall closeness parameter, 

and accounting for the different locations of oscillation centers (25% m ean'a stall 9 
CY 

and 37% cord) Carta finds his damping in pitch data to agree rather well with the results 
obtained by Halfman et al. (Ref. 3) .  

The delay o r  overshoot of the static stall for oscillating airfoils was observed early. 

In 1936 Studer (Ref. 33) suggested that the stall was delayed to the "end of the upstroke, l 1  

i .e . ,  to CY = CY when the airfoil was oscillating about the static stall point, max ' 
= C Y  mean stall ' (This may be close to the truth for high pitch rates. ) Reattachment CT 

In this manner a stall * 
would occur at an angle below the static stall value a < CY 

hysteresis loop would be generated at stall (in addition to the regular dynamic hysteresis). 

Mendelson (Ref. 34) introduces the phase lag @ between force or  moment and the pitch 
rate induced velocity vector and neglects the amplitude modulation, i. e. , uses the 

static amplitude, strictly valid for G - 0 .  (This comes very close to our quasi-steady 
treatment with lumped time-history effects, Section 3 and Refs. 6 and 7 ,  ) Mendelson 

relates the phase lag @ to the loss of lift slope at stall (see Section 4 for further 
discussion). 

*Halfman et al. used these t ime average unsteady curves and a semi-empirical 
extension of attached flow theory to predict unsteady stall and associated undamping. 
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Ham and Young (Ref. 35) describe the delayed dynamic stall and the resulting stall 
flutter. They do not consider the accelerated flow effect o r  any initial delay of flow 
separation, but ascribe the dynamic stall overshoot to the effect of the %pilled" con- 

centrated vortex at separation. (Possibly this is  the reason for their unconcern about 

profile shape; no information given. ) The fact that a tr ip at 10% cord had no effect on 
the characteristics at Rc = 0.4  x l o 6  is probably a result of centrifugal forces sta- 
bilizing the boundary layer more than the turbulence from previous revolution desta- 
bilized it. Static tests showed natural transition at mid-cord, and transition at 10% 

cord when a masking tape with sawtooth leading edge plan form was used as a trip. 

Their concern with Reynolds number makes it almost certain that thin airfoil stall is 
not the stall pattern of concern. That is, one has to be aware of possible change of 
stall pattern as well as of the general delay of separation. That would explain their 
finding that a critical reduced frequency existed, above which unstable hysteresis loops 

were produced, 

Ham and Young show with fluctuating pressure measurements that ' the spilled vortextf 

generates a large statically stabilizing moment, which, due to the phasing to the oscil- 

latory motion, is dynamically destabilizing and gives rise to  limit cycle torsional blade 

oscillations (Fig, 28). However, the sudden occurrence and gradual disappearance of 
frequency dependent lag effects is not explained by the spilled vortex alone. The sud- 

den appearance of large moment effects at G > 0.2 could be due to sudden occurrence 

of leading edge stall, the pitch rate induced leading edge turbulence being the trig- 
gering factor (see discussion of Fig. 24). A s  the frequency is increased the spilled 
vortex from previous blade (rotation) and its field starts decreasing the suction peaks 
over the airfoil. 

Liiva and Davenport (Ref. 36) suggest the use of an effective angle of attack that lags 

the instantaneous angle of attack on the upstroke (Fig. 29). They contribute the lag 

(Act = - C3 da/dt) to "the effective camber due to pitch rate which postpones leading 

edge separation. 
droop part only of the pitch rate induced camber that postpones stall, and that effect 
accounts only for a few percent of the experimentally observed dynamic stall overshoot. 

A s  has been shown earlier in the present report, it is the nose 
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Nevertheless, the assumed proportionality of the lag to the pitch rate holds also for 
the accelerated flow effect, and it is not surprising that Liiva and Davenport are able 
to describe the dynamic stall characteristics rather well by using their analytic con- 
cept. In opposition to Studer, they do not consider any delay in the flow reattachment 
process. This must, of course, be included, especially in view of the fact that even 
at zero pitch rate a delay of reattachment is observed (Figs. 9 and 10). 
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Section 3 

ANALYTIC THEORY FOR UNSTEADY AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS 

The unsteady airfoil characteristics will be derived using quasi-steady theory in which 
the time history is represented by one discrete past time event. W e  will first develop 

this quasi-steady lumped-time-history theory for angles of attack below stall ,  and will 

then extend the theory to include the dynamic effects of stall following through on the 

hints given in the previous sections. 

3 . 1  BELOW STALL 

Below stall the classic treatment by von Karman and Sears (Ref. 37) will be used as 
the exact theory with which to compare quasi-steady time-lagged theory. In the von 

Karman-Sears theory, the effect of the airfoil wake is represented by a continuous 

vortex sheet with the vorticity related to the instantaneous variation of the 'lifting 

surface" vorticity over the airfoil at earlier time instants. In Fig. 30, the "lifting 
surface" vorticity distribution is represented by the lifting line vortex ro at 25% 

cord with the requirement of zero velocity normal to the airfoil at 75% cord, a 'lumped 

vorticityIt representation that has been in frequent use since Multhopp proposed its use 

(Ref. 38).  It is immediately apparent that the downwash from unit s ize  vortex elements 
in the wake upstream of ( = 1.25 will give zero net downwash at 75% cord. If the 
reduced frequency is low, one can expect that the effect of the continuous vortex wake 

can be approximated by one discrete %pilled" vortex (located downstream of ( = 1 .25) .  
The strength of this vortex is the.difference between the strength of the lifting line 

vortex at an earlier time instant To (t - A t ) ,  and its present strength, ro(t). 

In the Karman-Sears theory the mutual interference between vortex elements is 

neglected and the vortices are assumed not to move relative to their environment, 
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i . e . ,  they are transported downstream relative to the airfoil with free stream velocity. 
Thus, the unsteady characteristic of the airfoil can be written 

where 

For harmonic oscillations, 

Q (t) = cyo + A0 sin ut 

the corresponding variation of the airfoil characteristic can be written 

2 A = 1 [1 - (1 - cos A$)] + Fa sinA$j2) A 
0 

1 E sin A@ 
[I - (1 - cosA$) 

CY $ = arctan 

The half circle like vector diagram obtained by Karman-Sears (Ref. 37) suggests the 

following values on E and Atw a 

E = 0.25 ; Atw = 3. a 
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How this quasi-steady lumped time history theory compares with the Karman-Sears 
prediction is shown in Fig. 31. The results suggest the following approximation for 

the unsteady vortex-wake effect. 

A 
a A  C (t) - C (ao) = C Ai3 - sin (wt  - @ )  

0 

- 1 : w < 0.2 

0.5 [I + (lOG)-'] : 'Z 2 0.2 

: w < 0 . 2  

A 0 

- 
- 

@ = 14" : 0 2  0.2 (3) 

The low-frequency results agree very well with the time lag assumed for  the boundary 

layer growth before separation (Ref. 27). 

All generation of circulation-lift has this vortex-wake effect. An airfoil pitching around 

an oscillation center k,, = to, which also describes translatory oscillations, has the 
following component characteristics: 

0 ,  a (q) ,  u(q) ,  and a (i) as defined in Fig. 32, are 

O ( t )  = Ai3 sin w t  

Q! (q(t)) = (0.5 - 5,) =A€' COS w t  

u q( t )  = =Ai3 cos ut 

a (i (t)) = WAC COS (ut + V )  
0 
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O(t) = A0 sin ut 

C(t) = & sin(wt + 4) 

Fig. 32 Definition of Perturbations 8 ,  a (q), a(q), and a (i) 
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In addition to these time lagged characteristics there a re  the instantaneous apparent 
mass effects 

L 

.. 2” 

m 

Two special cases a r e  of particular interest, viz,. , pure translations and pure oscilla- 

tions in pitch. 

Translatory oscillations z (t) = CAE sin w t  

cL (t) - cL (ao) = CL ;At (%)COS (ut - $) 
a! 

a1)2 
- =  B A cos + \/1 + (tan - 
BO 0 

1 tan $ = tan + - a 

- 

a 1 = z 2 p 0  2 CL cos + 
a! 
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cm (t) - cm (ao) = - CL 73AC ( 0 . 5  - to)  (t-cos (ut  - I ) )  
a -  

- _ -  B -  A cos m/- 
0 AO 

B 

1 tan $ = tan @ - - 
2 

a 

a 

a2 = (0 25 - t 0 ) / ( 0 . 5 0  - to)  

Pure oscillations in pitch: 0 = A0 sin ut 

cos (ut - I ) )  B c , ( t )  - C L ( a o )  = CL Ah' - 
a BO 

a3] 
B A - = - cos m Jkl - tan $)2 + pl tan m + 1 - 
BO 0 

A 

tan I )  = (bl tan @ + 1 - ag)/(bl - tan m) 

bl = 0 . 5  - to +$$a c L  

a = a1 (0 .5  - 5,) W 3 
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Cm (t) - Cm (ao) =. C A0 (0.5 - 6,) ($)cos (ut - $) 
CY 

L 

A - = - cos @ A Jp2 - a2 tan@)' + k2 tan @ + a2 - a4>2 B 

0 BO 

tan $ = @2 tan @ + a2 - a4)/P2 - a2 tan 4) 

b 2 = bl - 0 . 2 5 Z  

a4 = a3 + - a1i;/(o.5 16 - to)  

Equations (9) and (10) are illustrated in Figs. 33 and 34 for 5 ,  = 0.25. 

3.2 STALL PENETRATION 

When and where separation occurs is  determined by the boundary layer (profile) shape 

and the adversity of the local pressure gradient. On the pitching airfoil, the (axial) 
flow acceleration on the leeward side will delay the flow separation. The pressure 
gradient of the external flow at the boundary layer edge is given by the complete 
Bernoulli equation, 

I aue 
- + U e a x  a t  

1 dPe - - - -  
dx Pe 

With x/c = 5 ,  Eq. (11) can be written 

For constant free-stream velocity, U changes only through airfoil pitching. Thus e 
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That is, 

On the leeward side of the airfoil ,  ap /aa i s  negative, a s  suction increases with e 
angle of attack. Consequently, the pressure gradient dpe/dx is  decreased on the 
leeward side when the airfoil pitches a t  a certain rate, 
layer separation is, as a consequence, delayed. That is ,  the separation will in the 

unsteady case lag behind the static o r  steady state condition, allowing an overshoot of 
the stall angle of attack. 

c&/U > 0 ,  and the boundary e 

For trailing edge separation, either laminar o r  turbulent, this is the total lag to be 

added to the regular substall lag generated by the vortex-wake. However, for leading 

edge separation, there is  a sudden, discontinuous change of the circulation which one 
can visualize conceptually (and physically, Ref. .35) in form of a "spilled vortex" 

(Fig. 35). A t  the time instant t2 this spilled vortex would increase the suction over 

the mid-cord portion of the airfoil. This agrees with Ham's observations (Ref. 39 

and Fig. 36). At a later time, t3 in Fig. 35, when the vortex has moved downstream 

towards the trailing edge, a double peaked pressure distribution would result, which 

is the load distribution shown by Ham (Ref. 39 and Fig. 36) 

Judging by the Reynolds number, Rc = 0 . 3 5  x l o 6 ,  the NACA 0012 airfoil must have 

laminar trailing edge separation statically, and much of the overshoot is  due to 
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Fig. 35 Dynamic Leading Edge Stall with "Spilled" Vortex, 
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pitch rate induced switch to leading edge separation, as was discussed ear l ier .  

However, there is still a sizable overshoot of that magnitude (Fig. 37). 
caused by the "spilledfl vortex. When it moves downstream over the cord, the lift 

(or normal force) remains relatively constant while the pitching moment changes 

drastically (compare a! = 23.7" and a! = 25.3" in Fig. 37). The spilled vortex 
effect seems to oscillate around the "quasi-steady" overshoot in a manner similar 

to the observed oscillations of shock-induced bounday-layer separations (Ref. 40). 

A Karman vortex sheet from a cylinder with the diameter c sin Q would have a 

shedding frequency roughly twice as high as the observed reduced frequency of 
for the "spilledTf vortex (Fig. 36). 

This is 

S 

M 2 

The transient stall phenomenon for thin airfoils has been described by Sarpakaya 

(Ref. 41 and Fig. 38). 
reattaches near the trailing edge. When this is no longer possible and trailing edge 

separation occurs, forming a second vortex, the moment drops off due to lost aft 
body o r  trailing edge suction. The peak cm- magnitude increases with increasing 
reduced frequency. When the trailing edge vortex increases in size with increasing 0 

it finally causes leading edge attached flow and is spilled, causing the next cm-peak. 

It appears that a few cycles of alternating vortex shedding may occur before the steady 

state conditions are reached. The reduced frequency of the first half-cycle of the 
harmonic oscillations vary from W = 1 for  ce/U, = 0 . 1 1  to W = 2.5 for 
&/Urn = 0.35. The frequency increases and the amplitude decreases with increasing 

0 ,  the same nonlinear behavior observed for the shock-boundary layer interaction 
(Ref. 40). Sarpakaya describes this oscillation as the result of trailing-edge vortex 

buildup until it causes attached flow over the leading edge and sheds, whereafter the 

building up of trailing- and leading-edge separation vortices starts over again. 

The moment increases as long as the Illong bubble" flow 

Scruggs and Morris (Ref. 42) found that a disorganized flat plate wake at Q = 16" 

could be tuned using 3-deg amplitude pitch oscillations at the right frequency. 
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Viewed in this light, Ham's critical frequency (Fig. 28) may indeed be due to reso- 
nance effects. The regular Strouhal frequency for Karman vortex shedding were one 
order of magnitude too large and could not be blamed. However, this different type 

of alternating vortex shedding occurring on airfoils could cause the observed effects, 
although it i s  equally likely that a change in stall pattern is the true explanation for 
the sudden occurrence of limit cycle oscillations. 

. 

3.3 OSCILLATION THROUGH STALL AND STALL BUFFET EFFECTS 

In oscillations through stall, the stall penetration effects, although modified by the 
variation of the pitch rate over the cycle, are the same in principle as those discussed 

in the previous section. The big difference i s  the addition of the reattachment process 
at the "backstroke. u It was shown before that the flat plate characteristics would be 
the lower limit for the reattachment process (Fig. 11). When the pitch rate-induced 

effects on the ''upstroke, l 1  turbulence, lessened pressure gradient adversity, etc., 
have caused a transition from one stall pattern to another, one can, of course, expect 
a switch back on the tlbackstroke. t1 At low Reynolds numbers, one may even have to 

look out for the possibility that a leading edge stall pattern may revert  to laminar 

trailing-edge separation on the tlbackstroke. 

When leading edge stall is prevailing throughout the cycle, the spilled vortex phenome- 

non discussed earlier (Figs. 35 - 37) plays an important role. If the oscillation fre- 
quency is  near the vortex shedding frequency discussed earlier, resonance type 
phenomena will play an important role in the generation of stall flutter. Even without 
resonance the spilled vortex will cause some peculiarities, such a s  causing earlier 
occurrence of moment stall, as discussed in Ref. 5. This is due to the fact that the 

suction peak can travel the whole cord length (Figs. 35 -37) before the lift is affected, 

whereas the moment is affected immediately by the changed load distribution. 

The thin airfoil oscillation through stall can, of course, be dealt with using Sarpakaya'e 

approach (Ref. 40). Ham (Ref. 43) has described such an analysis. However, it can 

still not predict leading-edge type oscillatory stall, as the method neglects the initial 

delay of separation, which Ham has himself pointed out to be an important feature 

(Ref. 32). The vortex theory is, of course, totally inapplicable to trailing-edge stall. 
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Section 4 

AND DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTIC PREDICTIONS 

For a check of the substall analytic assumptions, Molyneaux and Ruddlesden (Ref. 44) 

provide the needed detailed experimental data (Fig. 39). Data were obtained for oscil- 

lations about leading and trailing edge, the combinations of which gave the pure effects 

of pitch rate induced camber and frequency induced plunging (Ref. 27 and Fig. 40). 

CL,/CL@ = 0.29 was measured compared with the thin airfoil theoretical value 0.25. 

The camber load distribution was close to the theoretical with a center of pressure near 
mid-cord. The phase angle between a-  and &-pressure distributions was  11.4" . For 

the integrated lift and moment the phase angles w e r e  9.7 and 12.1", respectively. 

For the reduced frequency of the experiement, W = 0.33 , both Karman-Sears theory 
and our lumped-time history treatment predicts C#J = 14" (Fig. 32). The translatory 

loading induced in a wing section through bending o r  flapping the wing is 25% above 
what would be estimated from the in phase loading in pitch. This may be due to dif- 

ferent spanwise loadings, the airfoil section reaching two-dimensional flow conditions 
faster on the bending wing. 

1 

The Dutch trio - Greidanus, van de Vooren, and Bergh - llaccidentallyll obtained data 

that beautifully illustrate dynamic effects of trailing-edge separation (Ref. 45). They 
were performing a thorough experimental check of theories for small amplitude 

oscillatims around a = 0 .  Their model, a 7 . 3  percent thick symmetrical airfoil, 

had natural boundary-layer transition near the trailing edge if no tripping was used. 
Since boundary-layer transition i s  very similar to trailing-edge separation (see 

previous discussion of Ref. 20), we can expect some interesting llanomalous'l results 

(Fig. 41). When natural boundary-layer transition is permitted to occur near the 

trailing edge, there are drastic variations from the expected theoretical trends, the 

latter being in agreement with the trip-on experimental results.  The oscillation 
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center 5 
fect on the pitching moment. That is  the reason for the large effects of "trailing- 

edge transition. 

effects on pitch damping of airfoils with torsional oscillation axes near the 25 percent 

cord. Figure 42 explains what happens. The reduced frequency was changed by 

changing the (incompressible) velocity. Thus, the Reynolds number increases with 

decreasing reduced frequency, and, as  a consequence, transition moves forward 
(over the airfoil) with decreasing Z. 

= 0.227 is  close to the 25 percent chord where attached flow lift has no ef- 
0 

For the same reason, trailing-edge separation will have large 

At angle of attack the boundary-layer transition occurs more forward on the leeward 

side due to increased boundary layer edge velocity, and thereby increased local 
Reynolds number. The differential transition on top and bottom surfaces causes a 
force couple (Fig. 42 insets) similar to what is  the result of leeward side trailing- 

edge separation (Fig. 1). When Reynolds number is  increased (decreasing ;), the 

transition moves forward, and the forward force component becomes less and less 

effective, causing the overall static effect of boundary-layer transition to change from 
destabilizing to stabilizing. With this in mind, one can illustrate the effects using 

vector diagrams as shown in Fig. 42. 

In the frequency range 0.8 < W < 1 . 2 ,  the transition takes place near the trailing edge, 

causing a moment increment of magnitude A c . (Note that the stabilizing moment 

- cm is  used in the vector diagram in sign agreement with the way the experimental 
results - Ref, 45 - were presented. ) Without transition effects, the moment vector 
leads the velocity vector by - #J = 80" (due to the high apparent mass  effects at these 

high reduced frequencies). Without any accelerated flow induced lag effects, the 

instantaneous transition induced moment would lead the angle of attack vector,  0 (t) , 
by 180", a s  it is destabilizing. Using the effective time lags established ear l ier  for 

boundary-layer separation (Fig. 17) indicates that Cm should lag its instantaneous 
position by more than 90" at Z > 0.8.  Thus, the resultant vector will lag the attached 

flow vector by AG1 and will decrease the moment magnitude by ,  A cm 
agreement with the observed test results. 

"tr 1 

b1 

in I 1% 
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For 0 . 3  < 
than half the value it had in the previous vector diagram, while the attached flow veci  

tor lead has  not changed much, - $ = 75" . Thus, the situation depicted in the top 

vector diagram results. That is ,  the transition induced statically stabilizing moment 

< 0 . 6 ,  the phase lag of the transition induced moment is reduced to less 

causes the total vector to lead the attached flow vector by 

moment vector magnitude by A cm tr . 
and increases the 

I f 2  

If one considers the other test run in Fig. 41 with the lower frequency, f = 4 . 1 7  cps , 
the whole interaction region i s  moved down to lower W -values. The top vector 

diagram in Fig. 4 2  illustrates directly that an increase of the lead A$2 is  to be ex- 

pected, and the bottom vector diagram shows that the lag will increase also. The 

large accelerated flow effect is in agreement with observed effects of boundary-layer 

transition on the vehicle dynamics of slender bodies of revolution (Ref. 46) .  The 

results shown in Figs. 41 and 4 2  vividly demonstrate the powerful effects that trailing- 
edge separation will have on unsteady airfoil aerodynamics. 

In order  to predict unsteady airfoil characteristics versus instantaneous angle of 
attack, the loops presented by Carta, Liiva, Halfman, Ham, and others (Refs. 1, 2, 3 ,  

32, 35, and 36), the graphical construction from static characteristics described in 
Ref. 27 i s  used. Figures 43  and 44 show in detail how the construction i s  done. Firs t ,  

the instantaneous loop is  constructed. This is  a composite of effects which include lift 
overshoot and undershoot, attached and separated flow camber effects. Attached flow 

phase lag (lumped von Karman-Sears lag) is  used below stall, where attached flow i s  

anticipated, and the additional accelerated flow phase lag is  added after static stall, 

i .  e .  , for a (t) > a s  . The discontinuous change in phase lag at astall is faired out 
manually over A a  = 2" . 

For turbulent trailing edge stall, there are no difficulties in constructing the overshoot 

and undershoot characteristics (Fig. 43) .  Based upon Kline's findings (Ref. 20), com- 

plete (anti)symmetry i s  assumed for the delay of separation and reattachment caused 

by the accelerated flow effect on the adversity of the pressure gradient. The composite 
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instantaneous loop is constructed using c1 max 
assuming ACY 

airfoil theory gives the attached flow pitch rate  induced camber effect, while static 
experimental data a re  used to obtain the effect of camber after separation. Separated . 

flow camber effects are used down to the stall point a! = as  - AaS , of the assumed 
static reattachment curve. A t  the limits of the cycle when dr = q = 0 , steady lift 

values a re  used at amax. The appropriate attached flow and separated flow time lags 

described previously are then applied to these instantaneous characteristics to obtain 
the final dynamic loop. Throughout the loop constructions presented here, an effective 
equivalent time lag of A t a  = 2 was used for the accelerated flow effect, as it seemed 

to be a representative value for trailing-edge stall (Fig. 17) a s  well a s  for oscillatory 

leading-edge stall (Fig. 20). 

for infinite Reynolds number and 
Thin i s  the same for the f'downstroke'f as for the "upstroke. stall 

For leading-edge separation, the limiting static characteristics in regard to overshoot 

and undershoot are, in general, those sketched in Fig. 44; that is, a large infinite 

Reynolds number overshoot of elmax whereas the Ifbackstroke" 

characteristics are those for thin airfoil stall. This should be a fairly good assump- 

tion, especially in view of the negative camber existing on the f'backstroke71 (Ref. 47 
and Fig. 45). There are, of course, possibilities of changes in stall pattern at critical 
Reynolds numbers a s  was discussed before. The effects of time lag and camber a re  

handled a s  described earlier.  

on the "upstroke, 

For thin airfoil stall, there are no accelerated flow effects to be concerned about, 

and it appears that i t  should be possible to predict the unsteady characteristics by the 
methods proposed by Sarpakaya and Ham (Refs. 41 and 43). No specific examples of 

unsteady thin airfoil stall a re  discussed in the present report. 

Figure 46 shows how well the quasi-steady time-lagged predictions agree with Carta's 

data for  trailing edge type stall (Ref. 1). It should be noted that it i s  the agreement 
of the net area enclosed by the dynamic loop that determines how well the damping 

characteristics agree. 
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Figures 47 - 50 show how Liivals extensive data (Ref. 2) can be predicted with a fair 

amount of success, especially in regard to enclosed net area by the loops. It should 

be noted that no accelerated flow time lag was used in reproducing the deep stall loops 

(ao = 24.57" in Figs. 47 and 48). Once the separation is established, the only lag 

acting i s  that induced by the shed vorticity into the wake. Thus, these loops a r e  con- 

structed using only the separated flow u (q)-camber and the lumped von Karman-Sears 

time lag. 

The effect of frequency for Liivafs data is  much the same as it was fo r  Carta's. That 

is ,  at high reduced frequencies the agreement between quasi-steady prediction and 

experimental data deteriorates (compare Fig. 46 with Figs. 49 and 50) .  

In Ref. 36, Jaan Liiva shows the big differences observed in the shape of successive 

moment loops (Fig. 51).  He uses an average of several loops to determine the loops 

used in his various publications. Liiva ascribes these variations to large-scale tur- 
bulent eddies and expects a random load variation. However, the loops look more like 
they were the result of a slightly off resonance interaction with the alternate vortex 

shedding discussed earlier.  Some of the !IC ,-blipsff shown at the end of the "back- 

stroke" could possibly be caused by such interference, the delayed results of the 
trailing edge "fish tailing" being a suspect cause. Acoustic wall interference effects 
are always of concern but do not seem to be a likely culprit at the W - M range tested 

(Ref. 48 and Fig. 52). It is only in the stall penetration case that characteristics 
become peculiar, and adverse dynamic effects result from the "on-off stall.ff 

Perhaps this near-resonance phenomenon is responsible for the poor prediction of 
Liiva's unusual Cn-loop (Fig. 53 and Ref. 49). However, i t  is quite often difficult 

to get good correlation when stall occurs at the end of the upstroke. In viewing Kline's 

argument (Ref. 20), it could be that the assumption of returning to the steady char- 

acteristic at the end of the cycle is sometimes invalid. If the separation pockets do 

not completely coalesce, it seems reasonable to assume that the appropriate return 

cycle should be along some intermediate curve. This holds only for the turbulent 
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Fig. 51 Nonrepeating Consecutive Dynamic Moment Loops 
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trailing-edge separation. However, as was discussed earlier, the dynamic stall 

behavior may be of the turbulent type even if the static stall is of leading-edge type. 

Data by Carta for supposedly turbulent separation show similar effects (Fig. 54a and 
Ref. 32). The predictions obtained with the regular usage of the static stall char- 
acteristics (described in Fig. 43) do not agree at all with the experimentally ob- 
served dynamic stall loops (ao = 12" and 24" in Fig. 54a). However, by assuming 

certain shifted static reattachment characteristics (both in a! and cm) the loops 
can be better reproduced (Fig. 54b). This method of flfudgingff in order to reproduce 

the measured results is rather unscientific, but it does illustrate the sensitivity of 

the dynamic results to details of the reattachment phenomenon. Carta's data a re  

highly irregular in that trailing-edge stall occurs at Raynolds numbers where one 
would expect leading-edge stall for the NACA 0012 airfoil (Fig. 3a). This leads one 

to suspect wall interference o r  instrumentation irregularities, thus questioning the 

applicability of the data to full scale flight conditions. It is possible that both types 

of stall co-exist along the end-plated lftwo-dimensionalf' wing, and that a flip from 
this mixed stall to leading edge stall occurs on the Ilbackstroke." Such a switch from 

trailing edge to leading-edge stall could also occur for a truly two-dimensional airfoil 

on the "backstroke." It is not impossible that the predicted results in Fig. 54a could 

be more indicative of full-scale performance than the dynamic experimental results. 

In view of all the various flow mechanisms involved, the success of the simple analyti- 
cal predictions from static data to match the experimental dynamic characteristics is 
very encouraging. It is undoubtedly true that better descriptions of the moment loops 

a r e  needed, which at lower reduced frequencies would depend mainly on a more de- 

tailed knowledge of the static characteristics, in particular the transition from stall 
to reattachment. At high reduced frequencies, interaction with the Ifspilledft vortex 

and with motion-independent vortex shedding, as well as circulation o r  downwash ef- 

fects from previous ffs t roke, l l  have to be included. However, it appears that it will be 

possible to describe the unsteady stall characteristics analytically with the detail 
needed for  inclusion in unsteady analyses of turbomachinery and helicopter rotors 

including coupling between various degrees of freedom. 
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Section 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of unsteady airfoil stall has revealed that most of the apparently anomalous 

characteristics can be explained by simple antlytic concepts and can, to a large ex- 
tent, be predicted from static (experimental) characteristics. The prominent and 

outstanding problem analytically is the large dynamic overshoot of static stall and 

undershoot of static reattachment. 

For turbulent trailing edge stall, both the overshoot and undershoot are caused by the 

effects of pitch-induced flow acceleration on the adversity of the leeward side pressure 

gradient. Both the overshoot and undershoot a re  to a first approximation proportional 
to c(u/Um, the dimensionless frequency induced plunging. 

For thin airfoil stall the overshoot and undershoot a re  caused by the finite time in- 

volved in the growth of leading edge and trailing edge vortices. An alternating vortex 
shedding phenomenon is complicating an otherwise well-defined unsteady flow picture. 

Leading-edge stall contains a little of both the above flow characteristics with some 

nontrivial additional problems. The leading-edge stall is  delayed initially by the 

accelerated flow effect. Once the separation has occurred, the dynamic stall char- 

acteristics become very similar to those of the thin airfoil stall. However, the sud- 

den Itspillagett of a strong leading edge vortex, rather than a gradual buildup of it, 
changes the leading edge-trailing edge vortex interference pattern. 

The above general characteristics are often upset by change in stall type. Thus, a 
static leading edge stall may convert into a dynamic trailing edge stall. This can 
happen through pitch rate induced accelerated flow effects on the pressure gradient, 

but the most dramatic switch seems to happen because the pitch rate induced 
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energizing of the leading edge boundary layer results in an apparent increase of 
the "effective Reynolds number. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn from the present study is that the situation 

existing in a dynamic wind tunnel test may not at all simulate full-scale conditions 

in regard to stall behavior. Unsteady airfoil stall appears, therefore, to be a problem 

that will need considerable attention before predictions of compressor o r  helicopter 

dynamic blade stall can be made with confidence. The results obtained in the present 

exploratory study indicate that it should be possible to use simple analytic techniques 
to build up the needed prediction methods. 
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Section 6 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

The performed exploratory study vividly demonstrates the need for continued study of 

the unsteady airfoil stall problem. The results obtained indicate that the prospects 
a re  good that a complete analytic theory can be developed that satisfactorily will pre- 

dict full-scale unsteady airfoil stall using static experimental data a s  an input. Further 

research is  needed to develop the quasi-steady time-lagged theory from the presented 
graphical-semi-empirical status. It would also be desirable to extend the 'research to 

include effects of shock induced boundary-layer separation, as  higher subsonic Mach 

numbers a re  of current practical interest for aircraft industry as  a whole, including 

compressor and helicopter applications. The aircraft buffet problem i s  intimately 
connected with this shock-boundary layer interaction phenomenon. 

The developed analytic theory should be checked by specially designed dynamic tests. 
It is very probable that the unsteady airfoil characteristics through stall can be 

described analytically with sufficient detail to permit direct usage in analysis of 

actual compressors o r  helicopters, The three-dimensional effects of centrifugal 

spanwise flow and highly nonuniform blade loadings have to be added. The spanwise 
venting of the blade wake may radically limit the applicability of dynamic test data, 
if the effect cannot be accounted for analytically. 
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Appendix A 
NOMENCLATURE 

A 
AR 

A h o  
B / B ~  
b 

C 

c and 

f 

H 

h 
L 

1 

M 

M 

m 

N 

P 

P 

n 

P 
4 
R 
R andR; 

Rrn 
Reff 

C C 

nose bluntness parameter, A = a / $ T  (Fig. 8) 
2 aspect ratio, AR = b /S 

amplitude ratio, Eq. (2) 
amplitude ratio, Eqs. (7) - (10) 

wing span, m 

general aerodynamic coefficient, Eq. (4) 

reference length, m c = 2-dim. cord length 

= S/b, mean aerodynamic chord 

frequncy, CPS 

total pressure, kg/m 
airfoil camber, m 

lift, kg: Coefficient CL = L p,U, 

lift, kg/m: Coefficient c1 = l/(p,Utb) c 
Mach number 

pitching moment, kg-m: Coefficient Cm = Mp p, U, 

pitching moment,kg-m/m: Coefficient cm = mp/(p, Uz') c 

normal force, kg: Coefficient CN = N p,U, 

normal force, kg/m: Coefficient cn = n p,U, 

static pressure, kg/m : Coefficient C = (p - p,)/(p,U%/2) 
pitch rate, rad/sec 

radius, m (Fig. 20) 

Reynolds number based on cord length 

Reynolds number based on nose radius rn 
Reynolds number Rc corrected for wind tunnel turbulence 

2 

It 2/2$s 

2 
I( "1 SC 

I( 212) 
c 

2 I( ") 
P 
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r 

rn 
S 

t 
U 

V 
X 

Y 

CG Z 

CY 

E 

radius, m 
nose radius, m 

reference area, m 
time, sec 

velocity, m/sec 

helicopter forward speed, m/sec 
horizontal coordinate , m 

airfoil surface height, m 
translatory coordinate (Fig. 32) 

angle of attack, radian o r  deg 
trim angle of attack, radian or deg 

pitch rate induced angle of attack, radian o r  deg 

translation induced angle of attack, radian or deg 
increment 
downwash factor, Eq. (1) 

dimensionless coordinate t = z /C (Fig. 32) 

angle of attack perturbation, radian or  deg 

dimensionless x-coordinate , 5 = x/c (Fig. 32) 

center of oscillation (Fig. 32) 

air density, kg-sec /m 
pitch rate induced camber angle, radian 
airfoil circulation, m2/sec (Fig. 30) 

dimensionless time, T = t/$ 
camber line slope, radian or  deg 

phase lag, radian or deg Eq. ( 2 )  

wake lag, radian or  deg Eq. (2) 
total phase angle, radian or deg Eqs. (7) - (10) 
helicopter rotor angular velocity, radian/sec 

oscillation frequency, radian/sec 

reduced frequency, w = w c/Um 

2 

(Fig. 7) 

(Fig. 32) 

(Fig. 32) 

(Fig. 32) 

CG 
(Fig. 32) 

2 4  

(Fig. 14) 

(Fig. 20) 

Eqs. (1) - (10) 
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Subscripts 

a 
AC 

CG 

e 

E and eff 
LE 

i 

n 
0 

R 

s and stall 
TE 

tr 
W 

co 

Superscripts 

i 

t 

accelerated flow effect 
aerodynamic center 

center of gravity 
boundary layer edge conditions 
effective 

leading edge 

in phase 
nose 
out of phase 

rotor sect ion character is tics 
stall 
trailing edge 

boundary layer transition 

wake lag effect 
undisturbed flow 
oscillation center and t r im angle 

transition induced effects (Fig. 43) 

i induced, e. g . ,  A CL = separation induced lift 

delayed pressure gradient giving decreased effective 
delayed pressure gradient giving increased effective 

Differ entia1 Symbols 
n 

CY on Wpstrokeft 
CY on tldownstrokeff 
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